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REPRO-LIGHT

Introduction
A questionnaire was compiled to quantify end-users’ acceptance levels of current workplace lighting and
to further derive requirements for customizable and personalizable lighting systems. The survey
consisted of the following three parts:
•
•
•

13 general questions attributed to gather basic information about the end-users (e.g. gender,
work habits, profession, etc.) – PART 1
9 questions focussing on the end-users’ acceptance levels of their current workplace
lighting conditions – PART 2 - and
13 questions regarding end-users’ preferences towards customizable and personalizable
lighting systems – PART 3

The survey was implemented in a pencil-and-paper format (Annex I) as well as on an online survey
platform LimeSurvey [1]. It was translated to four languages, i.e. English (by BART), German (by BART),
Spanish (by MU-ENG) and Italian (by GZE), to enrol subjects from all European states of the ReproLight consortium.
In this section, only questions targeting personalisation (PART 3) were analysed and derived
requirements for customizable and personalizable lighting system discussed.
Remark: results of PART 2 (questions focussing on the end-users’ acceptance levels of their current
workplace lighting condition) are presented in D2.1 – Stakeholder & Technology Acceptance Report.

Methodology
Statistical data analyses were based on exploratory methods as well as on inference statistical methods
(i.e., contingency analyses; either a Pearson chi-square test or Mantel Haenszel Test was applied [2]
[3]).
At first, we started to analyse one question from PART 2 of the questionnaire, namely the desire for
improved workplace lighting. Afterwards, all thirteen questions of PART 3 were analysed. To increase
the readability of gathered results, questions of PART 3 were grouped into five, thematically similar
clusters. The names of the five clusters and associated questions are listed below:

Cluster 1: Luminaire Aesthetics:
How important is the design aesthetics of luminaires for you?

Cluster 2: Light Influence:
How important is artificial workplace lighting for your performance?
Do you believe that workplace lighting can influence your mood?
Do you believe that workplace lighting can influence your vigilance?
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Cluster 3: Adaptability of Illumination:
Your workplace lighting should be changed with varying working activities?
Should the colour of your workplace lighting change when it is dark outside?
What brightness level do you prefer at your workplace?

Cluster 4: Adaptability of Luminaires:
Should workplace lights be manually adaptable (e.g. in height or direction of light)?
What lighting parameters should be adaptable at your workplace?
In which way should workplace lighting be adaptable?
If you could change the light at your workplace, what do you think would be the best way to do
it?

Cluster 5: Personalization & Individualization:
If you could have a workplace lighting system, that adapts to your personal needs, would you
want it?
Your light preference is sometimes different from that of your colleagues?

Data collection took place between March 14th, 2018 and May 17th, 2018.
In total 1278 end-users answered the questionnaire. Only questionnaires filled out by end-users in the
application fields “Office” and “Industry” were included (1096 in total) in the analyses.
Data from the application fields “Health and Care” (~ 7% of all questionnaires) and “Other Work Areas”
(~ 6 % of all questionnaires) were excluded because of their small overall sample sizes and large
deviations in collected answers (i.e., requirements for customization and personalization of lighting in
these two applications fields seemed to be significantly different).
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Results
Demographics
About one third of all participants were female (Figure 6).
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Figure 1: Gender distribution of responders

Most responders (62%) were younger than 40 years and only 17% of all subjects were older than
50 years (Figure 7).
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Figure 2: Age distribution of responders

Almost half of the responders (44%) were from Germany. The rest of the sample distributed quite evenly
between the other three EU countries (22% Spain, 22% Italy, and 14% Austria; Figure 8).
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Figure 3: Distribution of countries of responders

The majority of responders (87%) worked in offices, and only 13% of the sample was identified as
industry workers. About half of the responders worked for large companies (>250 employees), whereas
about one quarter were employees of medium (51 – 250 employees) or small enterprises (<50
employees) (Figure 9).
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Figure 4: Type of Work (left) and company size (right)

79% of all responders had regular working hours compared to 21% with changing work times or shift
work (Figure 10). Most of the people with regular working hours started work between 7 a.m. and 9 a.m.
and ended work between 4 p.m. and 7 p.m. (Figure 11). The mean work time with regular work hours
were between 07:44 am and 4:45 pm.
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Figure 5: Working Times
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Figure 6: Distributions of start and end times of the work of the end-users
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Desire for improved workplace lighting
The end-users were asked whether their current workplace lighting should be improved.
26% of the end-users stated that they totally agreed with that statement (Figure 12). In contrast, 16% of
the end-users said that they totally disagree that their workplace lighting should not be improved.

Your current workplace lighting should be improved.
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Figure 7: Your current workplace should be improved (K22)

In total, more than half of the users expressed a desire for improved workplace lighting (adding
the answer categories 5, 6 and 7). This is astonishing result, because workplace lighting should follow
strict lighting design norms (e.g., EN 12464-1), guaranteeing for instance that certain brightness and
homogeneity levels are reached at workplace. We hypothesize, that other factors of workplace lighting
(e.g., adaptability of light levels and light colours), not integrated in current lighting standards, could be
driving factors behind the wish for an improved workplace lighting.

More than half of all end-users said they would like their work place
lighting to improve.

Gender of responders played a significant role in the desire for an improved workplace lighting. Women
significantly more often encouraged an improvement in workplace lighting (e.g., 30% of all female
responders totally agreed to the statement).
Furthermore, age played a significant role in the end-users’ desire for an improvement in workplace
lighting. The older the workers were, the greater were their desire for an improved workplace
lighting. For instance, 31% of all end-users over an age of 50 years said they “totally agreed” that their
workplace lighting should be improved (Figure 13), compared to only 20% of end-users under the age
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of 30 years. Surprisingly, an increased portion of responders (26%) below 30 years totally disagreed
that their workplace lighting should be improved, compared to appr. 11% for people over 30 years.
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Figure 8: Answers of K22 (“Your workplace lighting should be improved”) dependent on the age of the responders

The need for improvement of workplace lighting was also correlated with the consistency of work hours
and work place (Figure 14 and Figure 15). End-users who tend to have regular working hours and
fixed workplaces during their work tend to be more unsatisfied with their current workplace
lighting and would like to have it improved.
Of all end-users with regular working hours, 27% “totally agreed” and 60% agreed to any extent that
they would like to have their workplace lighting improved compared to 23% and 39%, respectively, for
people with changing working hours or shift work. For end-users with fixed work places, 29% “totally
agreed” and 62% agreed to any extent, opposite to 20% and 42%, respectively, for changing work
places.
In contrast, only 11% of all responders with regular working hour totally disagreed and 29% disagreed
to any extent with the statement that the workplace lighting should be improved. This is opposed by 35%
and 56% of the responders, respectively, with changing work hours or shift work. A similar trend could
be seen for the workplaces, as 10% of all users “totally disagreed” and 28% disagreed to any extent as
opposed to 27% and 47% for users with changing work places.
These data suggest that the longer end-users are working at the same work place, the higher their
desire for an improved workplace lighting.
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Figure 9: Answers of K22 (“Your workplace lighting should be improved”) dependent on A6 (“Your work usually
starts at/has changing work times or is shift work”)

Your workplace lighting should be improved.
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Figure 10: Answers of K22 (“Your workplace lighting should be improved”) dependent on A8 (“Your work place in
the company is mainly in different places/fixed place”)
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Additionally, we could reveal the influence of visual demands of the work on the desire for an improved
workplace lighting (Figure 16). The higher the visual demands were the more people agreed that
the workplace lighting should be improved; 32% with high demands vs. 24% with ordinary demands
and 19% with rather low demands. In contrast, people with low visual demands significantly more often
(26% instead of 15%) stated that there is no need to improve workplace lighting.

Your workplace lighting should be improved.
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Figure 11: Answers of K22 (“Your workplace lighting should be improved”) dependent on A10 (“The visual
demands of your work are”)

The current lighting control condition also had a big impact on the rating of workplace lighting
improvement.
We could find a large difference in satisfaction scores with lighting for people already using electronic
devices. 45% of the workers who already could control their lighting with electronic devices (e.g. tablets,
smartphones, PCs or touch screens) “totally disagreed” that workplace lighting should be improved. This
is in stark contrast to end-users who could either not manually change their workplace lighting at all or
who used an ordinary light switch. Here, less than 10% of responders disagreed and 62% agreed to any
extent that their lighting should be improved.
These results have to be interpreted with caution, because gathered results does not necessarily mean
that electronic devices for lighting control increase the satisfaction of the end-users with the lighting
substantially. Lighting installations with electronic lighting control have mainly been installed in the last
5 years. This could mean that these users just have installed an up-to-date and state-of-the-art lighting
system compared to the other end-users and are therefore more satisfied with workplace lighting.
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Your workplace lighting should be improved.
Lighting Control
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Figure 12: Answers of K22 (“Your workplace lighting should be improved”) depending on current available control

End-users who would like their workplace lighting to improve are
tendentially older, have regular hours and places, have higher visual
requirements and are not or only in a limited way able to change their
workplace lighting.
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Cluster 1: Luminaire Aesthetics
For about half of the end-users (53%) luminaire aesthetics played an important role at the work place
(Figure 18).
It is noteworthy, that the importance of luminaire design seems to increase the younger the responders
were; while only 42% of responders older than 50 years seemed to think that luminaire design was
important (15% very important, 27% moderately important), 68% of end-users younger than 30 years
did (34% very important, 34% moderately important).

How important is the design aesthetics of
luminaires for you?
400

36%

350

31%

300
22%

250
200
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100
50
0
not important

less important
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very important

Figure 13: “How important is the design aesthetics of luminaires for you?” (P31)

How important is the design aethetics of
luminaires for you?
Work Hours
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Figure 14: Answers of P31 (“How important is the design aesthetics of luminaires to you?”) dependent on the
work times of the end-users
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People with changing work times or shift work also seemed to value luminaire aesthetics higher (43%
very important, 19% less important) than people with regular working hours (17% very important, 40%
less important – see Figure 19.
A similar effect can be seen for people with irregular working places – for them the luminaire design
was much more important (34% very important, 25% less important) than for end-users working in a
fixed place (16% very important, 41% less important). One could theorize that when working regular
hours at a fixed place one gets used to the workplace lighting or other factors play a more important role
(Figure 20).

How important is the design aethetics of
luminaires for you?
Work Place
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41%

40%
30%
30%
20%
10%
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33%
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in a fixed place
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in different places

Figure 15: Answers of P31 (“How important is the design aesthetics of luminaires to you?”) dependent on the
work place of the end-users

This is further emphasized by the evaluation that for people that wanted their workplace lighting to be
improved the luminaire design was not as important (17% very important, 40% less important) as for
people who disagreed (26% very important, 33% less important).
Concluding, it is remarkable that luminaire design seems to play only a secondary role for end-users
when evaluating their workplace lighting. Only for younger people and workers with changing working
times and working places, luminaire design played a major role.

Luminaire aesthetics is important to about half of the end-users –
tendentially increased for younger workers, changing work places
and hours and end-users who want their workplace lighting to
improve.
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Cluster 2: Light influence on mood & work performance
The end-users were asked how important workplace lighting was for their performance and if they
thought that lighting could influence their mood and vigilance, which an overwhelming majority of endusers thought that this is the case (Figure 21).

Lighting has a strong influence on my...
100%

13%

10%

8%

87%

90%

92%

Performance

Mood

Vigilance

75%
50%
25%
0%
yes

no

Figure 16: Questions P23, P25 and P26 indicate that end-users have a strong believe in the influencing powers of
light

Unsurprisingly, especially people with high visual requirements at their work place have a significantly
higher believe in the ability of lighting to influence their work performance, mood and vigilance than
people with ordinary or low visual requirements (Figure 22).

Light Influence
Visual Requirements
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
low

ordinary

high

low

ordinary

performance

high

mood
yes

low

ordinary

high
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no

Figure 17: Believe that workplace lighting can influence performance, mood and vigilance (P23, P25 & P26)
depending on the people’s visual requirements (low, ordinary, high; A10)
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Lighting is also tendentially more important for the work performance of people with regular working
times and fixed workplaces (Figure 23). However, this interpretation is not as clear as for the people
with high visual requirements as among all people who rated artificial lighting to be “very important” for
their performance people with changing work times of shift work are the highest (45%).

How important is artificial workplace lighting for your
performance?
Work Hours & Work Place
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20%

30%

40%
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40%
40%

very important

45%
43%
49%
49%

moderately important

36%
40%
10%
9%

less important

16%
13%

not important

2%
2%
4%
3%
regular working hours

fixed place

changing work times or shift work

different places

Figure 18: Answers of P23 (“How important is artificial workplace lighting for your performance?”) dependent on
the regularity of working hours and places (A6 & A8)

Rating of light influence on performance, mood and vigilance is
generally high and even further increased with high visual
requirements.
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Cluster 3: Adaptability of Illumination
In Cluster 3 the need of the end-users for an adaptable illumination was explored. 72% of all end-users
said that their workplace lighting should be changed with varying working activities (Figure 24). This
rating is independent of the application, however, slightly increased for industry (78% yes vs. 71% for
office) and independent of age.

Your workplace lighting should be changed
with varying working activities?
72%

800

No.of Observations

700
600
500
400
28%
300
200
100
0
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No

Figure 19: “Your workplace lighting should be changed with varying working activities?” (P24)

A significant increase in the need for changed workplace lighting with varying working activities can be
seen for changing workplaces (A8). While for end-users who work in fixed places only 67% see the need
of changed lighting this changes to 81% for end-users who work in different places. This could be a hint
that people who work in different places are also mostly the people performing varying working activities.

Your workplace lighting should be changed
with varying working activities?
Visual Requirements
100%
21%

31%

23%

69%

77%

ordinary

high

75%
50%
79%
25%
0%
low

yes

no

Figure 20: Answers of P24 (“Your workplace lighting should be changed with varying working activities?”)
dependent on the visual requirements (low, ordinary, high; A 10)
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The visual requirements of the workplace of the end-users also has an impact of the need for changing
workplace lighting (A 10). Curiously, this is not only evident for end-users with high visual requirements
(77% yes), but even more for end-users with low visual requirements (79%). End-users who state to
have ordinary visual requirements only want the lighting to change with varying working activities in 69%
of the cases (Figure 25).
Interesting results are yielded when looking at the current level of adjustment possible for the
workplace lighting of the end-users (Figure 26) (K 16: disagree: 1 – 2; partially agree: 3 – 5; totally agree:
6 – 7). Users that currently possess a lighting system that they can adjust to their personal preferences
overwhelmingly think that their workplace lighting should be changed with varying working activities
(88%). However, only two thirds of all end-users that can’t currently adjust their workplace lighting said
that (66%).

Your workplace lighting should be changed
with varying working activities?
Current Adjustment-Level
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

25%

35%

75%

65%

disagree

partially agree
yes

12%

88%

totally agree

no

Figure 21: Answers of P24 (“Your workplace lighting should be changed with varying working activities?”)
dependent on K16 (“You can adjust your workplace lighting to your personal preferences.”; disagree: 1
– 2; partially agree: 3 – 5; totally agree: 6 – 7)

End-users with high visual requirements, changing workplaces and a
high current adjustment-level want their workplace lighting to change
with varying working activities disproportionally.

When considering which parameters of the illumination should be adaptable, 79% of all end-users want
the colour of their workplace lighting to change when its dark outside (Figure 27).
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No. of Observations

Should the colour of your workplace
lighting change when it is dark outside?
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Figure 22: “Should the colour of your workplace lighting change when it is dark outside? (e.g. from white to
incandescent light)” (P28)

This is predominant for end-users considering workplace lighting important for their mood and
vigilance (P25 & P26). While end-users who are doubtful that lighting can influence those two factors
are split about whether the light colour should change, the rest that considers these important factors
are mainly in favour of a change of the light colour (mood: 84%, vigilance: 82%) (Figure 28). This might
hint on one hand on the connection the end-users already have made concerning mood and light colour
– having experienced or read about the calming effects of warmer light colours. On the other hand the
end-users might already be well-informed about human centric lighting and biodynamic lighting
strategies that involve change of light colour to enhance the circadian rhythms and in that way also
affect especially performance and vigilance.

Should the colour of your workplace lighting change
when it's dark outside?
Light Influence
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70%
60%
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40%
30%
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54%
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43%
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mood

no
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Figure 23: Answers of P23 (“Should the colour of your workplace lighting change when it’s dark outside?”)
dependent on the believe if lighting can influence mood (P24) and vigilance (P25)
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In this context we also have to underline the significant effect age has on the answers of this question.
While for each group above 30 years constantly about three quarters of the people answered that the
light colour should change when its dark outside, this value jumps to 85% for end-users below 30 years
(Figure 29). One possible explanation here is, that the younger end-users are the more educated they
are about human centric lighting and the effects of light colour. Another one could be that for a younger
generation growing up in a world where they are used to being able to adjust many things of their daily
life and are prone to do that also with new technical things (e.g. internet of things) so they also want the
colour of their workplace lighting to change out of consequence.

Should the colour of your workplace lighting change
when its dark outside?

76%

24%

41 - 50 years

76%

24%

Age

> 50 years

31 - 40 years

78%

< 30 years

22%

85%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%
yes

15%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

no

Figure 24: Answers of P23 (“Should the colour of your workplace lighting change when its dark outside?”)
dependent the age of the responders (A2)

The great majority of end-users wants their workplace lighting to
change its colour when its dark outside – especially those believing
in the influence of light on mood and vigilance and younger workers.

End-users were also asked which brightness levels they prefer at their workplace (Figure 30). About
60% of all end-users said that the current brightness at their workplace was ok. 40% however, preferred
their workplace lighting to be brighter or less bright than at the moment. The majority (29%) wished for
brighter workplaces while 12% stated that their workplace is too bright for them at the moment. This
could be an indicator for bad workplace lighting where people experience glare, so the lighting will feel
too bright for them.
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What brightness level do you prefer at
your workplace?
700

60%

No. of Observations

600
500
400
29%
300
200

12%

100
0
less bright than before current brightness is ok

brighter than before

Figure 25: What brightness level do you prefer at your workplace? (P29)

A significant difference between the two applications office and industry can be seen here (Figure
31). For 60% of all office workers the current brightness is ok and 27% want higher brightness levels
than at the moment. In industry, less than half of all end-users are satisfied with the brightness with the
visual requirements were not significant – albeit showing that end-users with high visual requirements
tend to want brighter light than before of their current workplace lighting. More than a third want a brighter
illumination. This could be related to the elevated visual requirements for industry workers, although
results correlating.

What brightness level do you prefer at your
workplace?
Application
70%

61%

60%
48%

50%

36%

40%
27%

30%
20%

16%
11%

10%
0%
less bright than before

current brightness ok
office

brighter than before

industry

Figure 26: Answers of P29 (“What brightness level do you prefer at your workplace?”) dependent on the
application (office, industry; A4)
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When we look at the answers of P29 dependent on the ratings of K22 (“Your current workplace lighting
should be improved”) we can see that inadequate brightness levels are a main driving factor in the
need for improvement of workplace lighting (Figure 32). End-users who “totally agree” that their current
workplace lighting should be improved overwhelmingly want their brightness levels changed (84%). 37%
of end-users want their light levels less bright than before (which could again be an indication for glare),
while 45% want the workplace illumination brighter than before.
End-users who want their workplace lighting to be brighter have mostly expressed a firm wish for their
workplace lighting to be improved; 74% of those have rated 5 – 7 for K22. End-users who want their
workplace lighting less bright than before have also significantly expressed the wish for workplace
improvement; 70% have rated 5 – 7 for K22. Interesting are the results for end-users that think that their
current brightness level is ok; their rating is pretty constant throughout all ratings. For example, of all
end-users who have rated that they “totally agree” that their workplace lighting should be improved, 16%
think that their current brightness is ok (45% for ratings 5 – 7). This indicates that brightness is not the
only factor in the wish for a better workplace lighting, but factors such as change of light colour,
automatization or better lighting control or personalization could play a major role here.
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Figure 27: Answers of P29 (“What brightness level do you prefer at your workplace?”) dependent on K22 (“Your
current workplace lighting should be improved”;)

The idea is that the need for workplace improvement is also majorly connected to the lighting control.
We looked at the answers to P29 concerning the brightness levels at their workplace with the end-users’
current lighting control (Figure 33). Here, one can see that people are most satisfied with the brightness
of their current workplace lighting when the lights are only switched on if it’s dark outside or when there’s
bad weather outside. This seems logical, as in these cases a lot of daylight is present in the workplaces
– rendering artificial lighting less important than in other circumstances.
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When the lights are always switched on at work, approximately the same percentage of end-users want
a brighter workplace lighting, however, an increased number want their light to be less bright. This effect
seen in this situation with heavy use of artificial light again reinforces our theory about glare being a
disturbing factor in current workplace lighting.
In cases that end-users stated that their lights are switched on/off several times during the day, more
than one third of the end-users and significantly more for the other two control situations stated that they
want their workplace lighting to be brighter. This seems that the manual control of the light in insufficient
in terms of providing the workers with the right amount of light, calling for more sophisticated solutions
of lighting control.

What brightness level do you prefer at your
workplace?
Control Strategy
65%
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59%
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only when it's dark outside
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less bright than before
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current brightness ok
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Figure 28: Answers of P29 (“What brightness level do you prefer at your workplace?”) dependent on A12
(“Usually, artificial workplace lighting is used…”)

In terms of brightness levels, it has to be noted that the answers are quite heterogeneous. It does not
seem that by just raising the illumination levels at the workplaces the need for improvement can be
fulfilled. We see this as an argument for personalized lighting control where individual brightness
preferences can be adjusted. The same can be noted for the light colour. Although here a majority of
end-users are in favour of the light colour changing when it’s dark outside, a quarter of workers
(especially above 30 years old) do not think that.

Almost a third of all responders want a brighter workplace lighting,
especially in industry and for end-users with no automatic light
control. It seems to be one of the driving factors for the need of
lighting improvement.

To include all these factors into a lighting system that all end-users are satisfied with and will be improved
as improved workplace lighting adjusting to personalized settings is very important – especially for
varying working activities.
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Cluster 4: Adaptability of Luminaire
In the 4th cluster the attitude concerning the adaptability of the luminaire itself is considered. The first
point is the manual adaption of the luminaire (e.g. in the height or direction of the light) (P30). Two thirds
of all end-users say that their luminaire should be manually adaptable (Figure 34Figure 34). However,
in all analysis of this questions we have to warn that the answers might relate more to the “adaptable”
part of the question instead of the “manually”.

Should workplace lights be manually
adaptable?

No. of Observations

800

75%

700
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400
25%

300
200
100
0
Yes
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Figure 29: “Should workplace lights be manually adaptable (e.g. in height or direction of light)?” (P30)

We see a significant difference in the wish to adapt the lights manually between end-users working
mainly in a fixed place and in different places (Figure 35). It could be that end-users who change their
work places rather often find the light at their new places not adequate for their needs, so the
overwhelming majority (82%) would like to be able to manually adapt the luminaire.
This could also be correlated with a large part of the people working at different places working in an
industry context where light has often to be adapted specifically adapted to the special visual
requirements. Although the result is not significant, we see a lot more people working in industry (81%)
wishing for manual adaptability of the luminaire than end-users working in offices (74%).
This is reinforced by the result that the wish for the workplace lights to be manually adaptable dependent
on the fact that end-users are sharing their workplace with co-workers. If that is the case then 78%
want the lights to be manually adaptable, if not the number sinks to 72%.
As a next step it is also quite interesting to look if the current workplace lighting influences the wish
for a manually adaptable light. The results are not significant, however, we think that they are insightful
anyway. In Figure 36 it can be seen that end-users that currently have a standing or a table luminaire –
lamps that can be manually adapted at least to some extent – have a tendency to also actively wish for
manual adaption of luminaires (78%). In contrast, only 65% of end-users working under square
luminaires think that their workplace lighting should be manually adaptable.
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Should workplace lights be manually
adaptable?
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Figure 30: Answers of P30 (“Should workplace lights be manually adaptable (e.g. in height or direction of light)?”)
dependent on A8 (“Your work place in the company is mainly fixed/in different places:”)
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Figure 31: Answers of P30 (“Should workplace lights be manually adaptable (e.g. in height or direction of light)?”)
dependent on A11 (“Your workplace illumination consists of [multiple answers possible]”)

The conclusion that end-users want to adapt their luminaires once they get used to it also shows when
looking at the answers depending on the way the end-users are able to change their current
workplace lighting (Figure 37). A large majority of the end-users that currently control their light with
switches (78%) or dimmers (79%) think that their workplace lighting should additionally be manually
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adaptable. However, significantly less people that cannot control change their workplace lighting
themselves want such a thing (67%). It really seems that once users experience all the different facets
of light and what works best for them then they also want the power to adjust as much of the lighting by
themselves as possible.
A curious case are the end-users that currently control their light with electronic devices. Here, 73%
would like their illumination to be manually adaptable, slightly less than for switches and dimmers. This
could hint to the fact that these users already possess the power to change more lighting parameters
electronically and therefore not as many have to have a manual control of their luminaire as well.
However, as the absolute number is still quite high, this leads us to the speculation that there are still
some luminaire parameters (e.g. LID/direction of light) that cannot be controlled electronically that the
users want to have control over nevertheless. If it would be possible to control these parameters
electronically, the percentage might be less.

Should workplace lights be manually adaptable?
Current Lighting Control
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I cannot change
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Figure 32: Answers of P30 (“Should workplace lights be manually adaptable (e.g. in height or direction of light)?”)
dependent on A13 (“You can change your artificial workplace lighting with …”)

At last, we look if the wish for manually adaptable workplace lights correlates with the thought that the
current workplace lighting should be improved (Figure 38). 30% of all end-users who think that
workplace light should be manually adaptable “totally agree” that their workplace lighting should be
improved and 59% agree to any extent – compared to 15% who “totally agree” and 47% who agree to
any extent who don’t think this should be possible.

Workplace lights should be manually adaptable, especially for endusers working in different places and with table or standing
luminaires. It is also a driving factor behind the wish for lighting
improvement, especially for responders who cannot currently change
their workplace lighting.
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Figure 33: Answers of P30 (“Should workplace lights be manually adaptable (e.g. in height or direction of light)?”)
dependent on A22 (“Your current workplace lighting should be improved.”)

From question P32 (“What lighting parameters should be adaptable at your workplace?) we get pretty
strong evidence that end-users nowadays have a lot more requirements for their workplace lighting than
just simply switching it on and off (Figure 39). Just 23% of all workers said that turning the light on and
off would be enough for them.
The responders were able to give multiple answers. Almost all of the end-users that want to change
more of their workplace lighting than just turn it on and off (87%) said that they should be able to change
the brightness (86% of all responders). So just 1% of the users that want adaptable lighting don’t want
to change the brightness. Therefore, we consider change of brightness as an essential in workplace
illuminations. Being an integral part of most modern lighting controls, this reinforces the importance of
the adaptation of the illuminances at the end-users own workplaces.

What lighting parameters should be
adaptable at your workplace?
86%
70%

800
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400
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just on/off

brightness
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Figure 34: What lighting parameters should be adaptable at your workplace? [multiple answers possible]” (P32)
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70% of all responders also want the light colour to be adaptable at their workplaces and 58% think that
also the lit area should be adaptable. It should be noted that most people do not only just want one
parameter to change, but at least two or even three (Figure 40).
•

•

•

18% of all end-users that want more than just on/off want to change only one parameter (10%
brightness, 5% lit area, 3% light colour). These responders are mainly from an industry
background – except for the change of the brightness, indicating that the general illumination
level in offices might be too low.
43% want to change two parameters; just 3% the combination light colour + lit area, 13%
brightness and lit area and 27% brightness and light colour). Remarkable is that especially the
combination brightness & light colour is especially popular for office backgrounds and for shift
workers.
40% think that all three parameters – brightness, light colour and lit area – should be adaptable

Figure 35: Answers for P32 (“What lighting parameters should be available at your workplace?”) ranked in the
magnitude of their combinations

Changing the brightness of the workplace illumination has become a
necessity for the end-users. The majority also wants the light colour
to change and more than half also the lit area.

End-users with ordinary or rather high visual requirements have significantly different opinions about
workplace adaptability (Figure 41). For 40% of all workers with low visual requirements the combination
of brightness & light colour would be the perfect combination, but just 26% would like to additionally also
change the lit area. For the responders who state they have ordinary or high visual requirements, the
opposite is the case: only about a quarter wants to have a combination of brightness & light colour, but
39% with ordinary and even 45% with high visual requirements think all three parameters should be
adaptable.
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What lighting parameters should be adaptable at
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Figure 36: Answers of P32 (“What lighting parameters should be adaptable at your workplace?”) dependent on
A10 (“The visual demands of your work are ….”) (single choices left out for clarity)

It is noticeable, that people with switches and especially dimmers don’t want their lighting to just turn
on/off but want further parameters to be able to change (76% for dimmers; Figure 42). This is
substantially different if the people have electronic devices or can currently not change their workplace
lighting; then only 61% want to change further lighting parameters.
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Figure 37: Answers of P32 (“What lighting parameters should be adaptable at your workplace?”) dependent on
A13 (“You can change your artificial lighting with ….”) (single choices left out for clarity)
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It is again remarkable that end-users who currently cannot change their workplace lighting are
significantly more satisfied with changing only one of the parameters than the rest of the end-users.
Especially the adaptability of the brightness is sought after. This could imply that an implementation of
lighting control and customized or personalized lighting should be done step-by-step, increasing the
level of control and the number of adaptable parameters before moving on to automatization and
personalization. Interestingly, people with electronic devices prefer the combination brightness and
colour (40%) as the only group more than the adaption of all three parameters (31%). More than 40%
of all end-users with switches and dimmers want to have the complete package.
Some more remarks might be interesting for the analysis of this question:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

End-users that share their workplace with someone else are substantially less open to
changing 2 or more parameters. This could be an indicator that people are concerned with
having different workplace lighting than their co-workers – either by fear of disturbing them or
maybe even being stigmatized.
As already seen in previous answers, people under 30 seem to be particularly drawn to the
idea of a changing light colour – as 34% prefer the combination brightness & light colour
(compared to appr. 20% for the other age groups).
The control strategy (automatic switch-on, etc.) only seems to have a slight impact (A12). If
lights are always switched on or lights are automatically switched on and of people, about two
thirds of the end-users want more control than just on/off. However, if the lights are only switched
on if it’s dark outside then more than 80% want to change several lighting parameters.
People that can at the moment not change the light setting in different light zones (K17)
have a substantially higher wish to change the lit area as a parameter. The same we see for
people who cannot adjust your workplace lighting to their personal preferences at the moment
(K16). They dominantly wish to change adapt the lit area, while the people who can currently
adjust the lighting primarily wish for control of light colour.
People who currently encounter problems when controlling their workplace lighting (K21)
are hesitant to want more than one parameter adapted while people who don’t have any
problems prefer at least two parameters to be adaptable.
End-users who think their current workplace lighting should be improved (K22) are especially
keen on having the lit area adaptable. For example, more than half of all people that “totally
agreed” want to have all 3 parameters changes – considerably more than for people who
disagreed with that statement.
When people believed that workplace lighting can influence their performance, mood and
vigilance they want more parameters to be adaptable (P23, P25, P26).
People that stated that they have a different light preference than their colleagues want to
especially be able to change the lit area and adapt all three parameters (P27).
No influence onto the selection of parameters was found for the preference of the brightness
level (P29). Here, the results were very similar for all end-users.

As a conclusion, it seems logical that the more people believe that light has an influence on their work
and they have higher demands of their workplace lighting (e.g. change for varying work activities) the
more parameters they want to be adaptable. Surprising is the high amount of people that also want the
lit area to be changed.

The higher the visual demands of the work and the believe in the
influence of light, the more parameters the end-users want to adjust.
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When the end-users were asked about their preferred control strategy it became clear that they want
more than just manual control of their lighting system (P33; Figure 43); for this question only end-users
from Germany and Austria were taken into account, as in Italian and Spanish there were small
translation errors that changed the meaning of the answers. Only 12% prefer a solely manual control of
their workplace and 27% say their best solution would be an automatic control where the light is switched
on and off according to the presence and if the daylight levels at the workplace are low. About two thirds
of the workers prefer an automatic control of the lighting systems where they have the opportunity to
change the lighting situation manually.

In which way should workplace lighting be
adaptable?
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61%
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Manually
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Automatically + Manually

Figure 38: In which way should workplace lighting be adaptable? (P33)

This preference depends on the age of the end-users (Figure 44). For young end-users below 40 years
a totally automatic control strategy seems fine, more than half of the users prefer that. The older the
end-users get the more important a manual control of the lighting system gets. The solely manual control
of the lighting system is only preferred by just a minority throughout all age groups.
For the manual control of the lighting system still switches and dimmers are preferred by the end-users
(Figure 46), 45% think this would be the best way to change the light at their workplace. But already
almost 41% think electronic devices would be best – although currently only 9% of the people possess
electronic devices to control their workplace lighting. Speech command and gesture command are
overall preferred just by a handful of end-users.
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Figure 39: Answers of P33 (“In which way should workplace lighting be adaptable?”) dependent on the age of the
end-users
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Figure 40: If you could change the light at your workplace, what do you think would be the best way to do it?
(P34)

Age has a significant impact on the control of the workplace lighting (P34, Figure 45). While younger
people below 30 prefer electronic devices (47%), the popularity of switches and dimmers grows as
people get older.
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Curious is the popularity of speech command: 10% of end-users under 30 think that this is the best way
to do is, then this number drops while 13% of workers over 50 prefer speech command. This could be
that because of the growing defects of vision with age older people might have problems reading the
labels on switches and electronic devices.

If you could change the light at your workplace,
what do you think would be the best way to do it?
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Figure 41: Answers of P34 (“If you could change the light at your workplace, what do you think would be the best
way to do it?”) dependent on the age of the end-users

The workplace of end-users also has influence on the control devices, while people working in a fixed
place prefer switches/dimmers (48%) or electronic devices (42%), this rating is decreased for people
working in different places (switch/dimmer: 40%, electronic device: 39%), but instead speech command
is increased (12%).

Correlating the questions for the best way to control workplace lighting with the question whether
controlling the current workplace lighting yields interesting results (Figure 47). End-users that “totally
agree” that their workplace lighting is easy to use overwhelmingly want to use switches or dimmers. This
could hint that they have a good experience with switches and dimmers and are afraid any “newer
technologies” might be more confusing. As we go to the end-users who say that they disagree that their
workplace lighting is clear and understandable the number of users preferring electronic devices over
switches become more and more.
An interesting detail is, that when users rate their lighting control to be clear and understandable, then
also the number of users liking speech and gesture command increases.
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If you could change the light at your workplace, what
do you think would be the best way to do it?
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switch/dimmer
electronic device (tablet, smartphone, computer, touchscreen)
speech command
gesture command
Figure 42: Answers of P34 (“In which way should workplace lighting be adaptable?”) dependent on P20
(“Controlling your workplace lighting is clear and understandable”)

While many users want to have their workplace lighting automated,
the majority still wants to have the opportunity to change the lighting
manually, especially elder end-users. While switches and dimmers
are most popular, electronic devices get increasingly popular among
the younger workforce.
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Cluster 5: Personalization & Individual Preferences
With question P35 (“If you could have a workplace lighting system, that adapts to your personal need,
would you want it?”) the openness of the end-users towards personalization should be grasped.
Generally, people like the idea of a personalized lighting system, 42% “totally agree” that they would
want such a system and only 7% don’t agree with the statement in any way (Figure 48).
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Figure 43: “If you could have a workplace lighting system that adapts to your personal needs, would you want it?”
(P35)

A trend that has been seen throughout the answers of the survey is that the people are more open to
new ideas and technologies in lighting and have more demands and expectations towards their
workplace lighting if their attitude towards lighting is more demanding (e.g. when the visual requirements
are higher). This is the same also for personalization, where 48% of people with high visual
requirements “totally agree” with a lighting system for personalized needs and 41% of people with
ordinary requirements. The majority of the users with low visual requirements are clustered around the
middle – indicating that they don’t really care about their lighting system or just have the demands that
makes them see the advantages of new lighting technologies.

That the attitude of the end-users towards end-users is important for the acceptance of personalization
is also clear when looking at the believe if light can influence mood and vigilance (P25 and P26). Almost
no users believing in the influence of light disagree with the idea of a personalized lighting, however, the
sceptics are mixed in their rating and, it seems, undecided. But it has been noted that even here not
more than 25% disagree with the idea in any extent.
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If you could have a workplace lighting system, that
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Figure 44: Answers of P35 (“If you could have a workplace lighting, that adapts to your needs, would you want
it?”) dependent A10 (“The visual demands of your work are …”)
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Figure 45: Answers of P35 (“If you could have a workplace lighting, that adapts to your needs, would you want
it?”) dependent P25 and P26 (“Do you believe that lighting can influence your mood/vigilance?”)
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Some more thoughts concerning Personalization:
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

People are also more open to a personalized lighting system if they want to have their current
workplace lighting improved (K22).
End-users with regular working hours are tendentially more open towards the idea of
personalized lighting than people with changing work hours of shift work (A6).
The more important lighting is for the workers performance the more end-users want a lighting
that adapts to their personal needs (P23).
An overwhelming majority (48%) of end-users who think that light should be changed with
varying working activities “totally agreed” that they would want a personalized lighting system
(P24).
End-users who state that their light preference is different from their colleagues are
especially susceptible to the idea of a personalized lighting system (P27) as well as end-users
who want different brightness levels than they currently have (P29).
85% of all responders who want the light colour to change when it’s dark outside say they
would like a personalized lighting system to any extent (P28).
End-users who find luminaire aesthetics important are also keen on the idea (52% to whom
aesthetics is “very important” “totally agree”) (P31).
Personalized lighting is especially popular with end-users liking gesture and speech command
as well as electronic devices while end-users preferring switches/dimmers are sceptics (P34).

The majority of end-users would like to have a personalized lighting
system, especially those with increased visual demands and a believe
in the influence of light. The acceptance for personalized lighting is
best done step-by-step to acquaint the end-users with the
possibilities and the new technology.
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Conclusions
In the following, main results of six questions of the end-user survey are summarized:
Question 1: How strong is the desire of end-users for an improved lighting?
•
•

desire is remarkably strong (lighting designs according to current general lighting
recommendations do not meet individual light preferences + needs)
end-users believe that light significantly affects their performance, mood and vigilance

Question 2: What end-user attitudes do exist towards personalizable lighting systems?
•

strong desire that lighting should adapt automatically to personal needs

Question 3: What are driving forces for customizable and personalizable lighting systems?
•
•
•
•
•

increased visual demands
past experiences + current abilities to adapt lighting
claim of workplace ownership (stationary workplace occupied over an extended period of time)
shared workplaces (zonal lighting in shared workspaces)
age (changes lighting needs and willingness to adapt lighting)

Question 4: What light parameters should be customizable / be changed on an individual level?
•
•
•
•

Brightness
light colour
light intensity distribution
spatial position of the luminaire

Question 5: How important is the aesthetics of the workplace luminaire?
•

modestly important for the young workforce and for workplaces with no claim of ownership

Question 6: What lighting control strategy is preferred?
•

automatic lighting control with possibility to alter light settings manually (operational effort to
adjust lighting to meet personal needs should be minimized)
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Overall conclusion for Personalization
Putting all gathered insights also from the Literature Review and the Focus Groups performed in the
Repro-light project [4] in a nutshell, the following 11 requirements could be derived for Personalization:

Requirement 1:

Provide easy-to-use interfaces for the end-user to adjust light settings
(especially for adult workforce)

Requirement 2:

Respect past experiences of end-users with adaptable lights and consider their
familiarity with user-interfaces (“Step-by-Step”)

Requirement 3:

End-users want to adapt brightness, light colour and light intensity distribution
of lights and do this mainly via software as well as the spatial position

Requirement 4:

End-user interaction with the lighting system should be minimized (provide
automatic lighting and allow users to interact with the control system)

Requirement 5:

Different visual demands require personalized light settings

Requirement 6:

“Owned” workplaces deserve personalized lighting

Requirement 7:

Aged eyes need personalized light settings

Requirement 8:

Provide zonal lighting to illuminate restricted areas with personalized light
settings (relevant for shared workspaces)

Requirement 9:

Be aware that zonal lighting (adapted to end-user´s status) communicates the
status to the user as well as to others

Requirement 10:

Luminaire aesthetics is also moderately important for end-users and
customers; avoid blandness and create possibility for customization

Requirement 11:

End-users like daylight; thus, integrate daylight in personalized lighting designs
(e.g. sensors)
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